Making the Most of Q4
Boost your trade in Quarter 4, regardless of uncertainty!

This year we have had a Pandemic to contend with.
In addition - Brexit is also looming. This means that PEAK Trade for
2020 will have some unique challenges and opportunities.

In Retail, your Quarter 4 can account for anything up to 60% of annual profit.
This year, more than ever before,
an effective & dynamic plan is needed

Join me for a high impact evening, where you will create

A robust and measured plan for Peak that is specific
tor your business
A unique trading calendar for your busiest weeks.
One that gives you all commercial &
operational reminders at a
glance!

A highly commercial trading
strategy that will ensure you’re
prepared for anything!

Host:
Time:
Location:

Miriam Simon
6.30pm - 8.30pm
Online

Tools and Peak planning documents provided.

For more information or to book your place

Workshop content includes:

Effective Peak trading examples
Techniques & strategies for Cyber trading
and Black Friday

This is your one stop shop - to get
your Q4 planning done effectively,
thoroughly and for maximum
commercial impact!
Brexit trading - The challenge & the opportunity

Local trading influencers
Operational Tips and easy wins
Team planning & engagement
Multi Channel peak prep

"Miriam goes all in.
She gets to know her audience so well
that they become colleagues.
Excellent content.
Superb delivery.
Her positivity and energy
is both infectious and contagious!"

www.pto.ie

Miriam Simon
Retail Growth Strategist

Miriam Simon is the founder of PTO. ie,
a retail consultancy that specializes in
consumer & trading strategy for B2B & B2C.
A highly acclaimed business and leadership
mentor, Miriam helps business owners
‘see around corners’ and has a dynamic
record of driving sales.
Previous workshops include:
Creating your Retail Battle Plan, Restarting
Retail, Trading with an Edge, and Planning
your Best Retail Xmas EVER!

